White Tells U.S. Senate Committee Why 301 Disapproves of Tom Clark

On reorganization of the 301 Committee, Robert McCormick White appeared before a Senate committee in Washington, D.C., on July 12, expressing the views of the National Association of Broadcasters. Withdrawal of the resolution of repudiation in January 1944 led to White's appointment as the new 301 Committee chairman. He is a former member of the House of Representatives. The committee is composed of members of both parties in Congress, and its purpose is to study the actions of foreign governments and to make recommendations to Congress on the possibilities of economic and other measures to be taken against such governments.

Walkout at Lynn

Changes GE’s Mind

After nearly 12,000 Lynn GE workers walked out of their jobs this Friday to back up the fight of 301 manpower and economic measures, the Lynn management agreed not to interfere with the strike and other efforts to implement measures to reduce the number of workers.

Workers from the River Works, West Lynn, and Brookline parks the demonstration as a working line. Management repeatedly refused to accept the settlement and agreed to a strike. A series of demonstrations began in the morning, and a strike was called. The workers were told that the company would be affected if the strike continued.

The company’s president and other executives had to leave the plant. The union leaders were joined by supporters from other industries who had also supported the walkout. The strike continued for two days, and the company’s leadership finally agreed to the workers’ demands.

GE Illegally Docked Workers for Tools

A worker in the Motor Generator was recently transferred to an empty building because of lack of tools. The company has been deducting pay from employees who are not working for several weeks, according to the union. The workers were asked to sign statements that they had not been working, and they would not be transferred back to the plant.

Under this practice, the workers are denied the right to earn a living wage. The company has been deducting pay for all days that were not worked, and the workers are not being paid for the days they were not allowed to work.

Unlike other companies, the company does not provide any compensation for the lost wages. The workers are being asked to sign statements that they had not been working, and they would not be transferred back to the plant.

Did You Know?

On Oct. 29, 1948, President Hawthorne and the Board of Directors declared that the company was not in a position to accept new orders. The company was in receivership at the time. The receivers took over the operations of the company, and the workers were laid off. The receivership was later dissolved.

Union Calls Syracruse Meeting

For GE, Westinghouse Locals

250 Companies

Settle with GE

While the General Electric Company and other giant companies in the electrical industry have opened a number of new plants and factories, they have not been able to keep up with the demand. The company has been deducting pay for all days that were not worked, and the workers are not being paid for the days they were not allowed to work.

The workers were asked to sign statements that they had not been working, and they would not be transferred back to the plant.

Stewards’ Meeting

Workers will meet at 7:00 a.m. Tuesday, Sept. 21, at the office, 104.

Mr. Blovhord

BY MOVING THE PLAN TO A LARGER LOT WE WILL BE ABLE TO OFFER THE COMMUNITY WAGES AS HIGH AS ANY IN THE COMMUNITY.

CUT WAGES $2.00 PER HOUR

COMMENTS

R C BLOVHORD

MAY 15, 1949

LUMBERMEN

BE IN CHARGE OF THE LUMBERMEN.

BRING THE LUMBERMEN ON TO THE WORKERS’ SIDE.

(This ad is from the local union's newsletter.)
Walkout at Lynn (Continued from Page 3)

Reward Them Well!

301 Resolution

Singer Strike Issues

Out of GE's Mouth

Now Really, Mr. Reed, Remember the Record

Industrial Progress

Meeting for Jobless

Walkout at Lynn (Continued from Page 3)

Reward Them Well!

Unemployed Members

If you are laid off for lack of work, protest your unemployment rights and your job rights in the GE by writing to the local GE office, a union representative, a union representative, or a union representative.

Shorter Work Week

A set is hours with an improved standard of living is an immediate sense of giving, to the millions of laid-off workers in America. A 10 per cent cut in the hours of unemployable men would mean to the millions of laid-off workers in America. A 10 per cent cut in the hours of unemployable men would mean to the millions of laid-off workers in America.

Primary Day

Remember that Thursday, Oct. 31 is Primary Day. If you are in the United States, you will be in the United States. If you are not in the United States, you will be in the United States. If you are not in the United States, you will be in the United States.

Is Your Shop

19801

Meeting for Jobless

November 1, 1969

The General Electric Company has received the following statement from the National Committee of Women's Clubs in the United States:

"GE has a plan to help get the unemployed to work. This plan is known as the "Pump-Pressing" plan. It is a plan to help get the unemployed to work. The plan is known as the "Pump-Pressing" plan. It is a plan to help get the unemployed to work.